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FULL SERVICE WEDDING DESIGN 

Our bespoke packages  include personal flowers, ceremony & reception 
decor - featuring stunning and unusual flower palettes. We strive to 

create an event that reflects you and your partners personal style, while 
bringing our signature attention to detail to make your wedding shine. 

Pricing includes installation, travel, and everything you could ever 
imagine! Packages start at $4,500.
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FULL SERVICE WEDDINGS +  DESIGN PACKAGES INCLUDE:

1. Unlimited emails 

2. Mood boards with color palettes, examples and more  

3. 2-3 revised proposals

4. Our personal advice on linen, candles, plates ,etc

5. Mock up consultation

6. Personal flowers, ceremony decor,  centerpieces, cocktail,  bar 

arrangements and cake decor

7. Hand dyed silk ribbons

8. 2-3 Ash + Oak employees 

9. Extra mini pieces we style out once on site

10. Access to our rental inventory (cake stands, candle holders, etc)



A LA CARTE, ELOPEMENTS  +  INTIMATE WEDDINGS

For couples looking for a beautiful one of kind floral without 
needing  our full services. We offer bouquets, boutonnieres, and 
other floral pieces a la carte. Prices do not include delivery, tax, 

installation and services.



A LA CARTE PRICING

BRIDAL BOUQUET $275

BRIDESMAIDS $75

BOUTONNIERES $25

CORSAGES $40

FLORAL CROWNS $55

CENTERPIECE $125 (EXCLUDES VASE)

ALTAR DECOR STARTS AT $550

PRICES DOES NOT INCLUDE  TAX, SETUP, INSTALLATION, DELIVERY, ETC
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ALL IN ONE WILD ELOPEMENT PACKAGES

Want to hike to the top of a mountain or share your vowels on the 
beach, Ash + Oak’s wild elopements are an easy way to tie the knot. We 
will organize and style your entire wedding for you. You don’t have to do 
thing besides pick  your attire and one of the three options we have 
customized for you. You can add anything to the package such as 
videography or entertainment but we provide the ceremony and dinner 
for 8 of your closest friends and family. Packages start at $15,000.  
Limited space available. 
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WILD ELOPEMENTS INCLUDE:
1. Three design options, each customize for you and your partner
2. One of our five photographers
3. One of our three caterings companies
4. One of a kind florals and coordinating by us

5. Hand crafted paper goods (invites, rsvp, place cards, menus)
6. All rentals
7. Venue permits
8. One of five venue options
9. A small cake or sweet

10. One of three Makeup and hair artist



CONTACT

WE WOULD LOVE TO HEAR FROM YOU!

TO SET UP A CONSULTATION VISIT

ASHANDOAK.CO/CONTACT/

SCHEDULE A PHONE CONSULTATION

FOLLOW THIS LINK

http://www.ashandoak.co/contact/
https://app.acuityscheduling.com/schedule.php?owner=16714588



